This sport smartwatch is named after the Japanese Wasabi spice, which works with incredible speed and gives a bright spicy taste to any dish. Canyon Wasabi watch model is designed for those who want to maximize their results in sports. Everything that an athlete needs is placed under a durable waterproof case, round full-touch display and a stylish dial. This includes GPS tracking, IP68 standard of water resistance, heart rate sensor, and accelerometer. Tracking could be adjusted for popular sports, including swimming. You can share data to Strava, get weather forecasts and much more. Canyon Life App synchronizes the clock with your smartphone and saves daily statistics, instantly delivering all notifications from the smartphone to the watch. An ultra-capacious battery that works up to 5 days on a single charge will help you to uncover the maximum of your sports capabilities. A full-fledged gadget for your sports records!

**GPS sport smartwatch**

- Sporty design of the case, strap and dial
- Shockproof metal-plastic housing
- GPS geolocation
- Heart rate and acceleration sensors
- Pedometer
- Optimization for the most popular sports
- Vibration pattern for notifications
- Fully compatible with iOS 9.0+ and Android 4.4+
- Compatible with Strava
- IP68 waterproof rating (full protection)
- Remote camera control
- Music control
- Weather display
- Sedentary reminder
- Sleep monitoring
Materials and dimensions

Material: Metal (host), metal (strap), TPU (second strap)
Size: 265mm х 48mm х 15mm;
Weight: 70 g
Screen Size: 1.3''
Waterproof standard: IP68

Technical specifications
Screen resolution: 240x240
Full-touch screen
2 function buttons
Battery capacity: 500mAh
Chipset: NRF52832
128KB RAM 512KB ROM
Bluetooth: BT4.0
Standby time: up to 30 days
Active work: up to 5 days

Sports
Hiking
Treadmill
Cross
Walking
Cycling
Swimming

Sensors
Accelerometer
Heart rate monitor
PPG sensor

Heart rate measurement
Notifications about calls and messages
GPS geolocation
Sleep monitoring
Multiple sports optimization
Steps count
Remote camera control
Music remote control
Sedentary reminder
Advantages of Canyon Life App

- Stable work with no lags
- Correct multilingual adaptations to 12 languages
- Instant detection and connection to your watch
- Compliance with the EU General Regulation of Data Protection, Storing and Processing (GDPR)
- Clearly understandable stats tracked per each workout and per day
- All your watches and watches of your kids can be connected to one application
- Track your route during sports activities’ and monitor your kids’ location
  *for watches with GPS function